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Abstract

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is proposed as the most effective way to improve road safety and traffic efficiency. However,
the future of ITS for large scale transportation infrastructures deployment highly depends on the security level of vehicular commu⁃
nication systems (VCS). Security applications in VCS are fulfilled through secured group broadcast. Therefore, secure key manage⁃
ment schemes are considered as a critical research topic for network security. In this paper, we propose a framework for providing
secure key management within heterogeneous network. The security managers (SMs) play a key role in the framework by retrieving
the vehicle departure information, encapsulating block to transport keys and then executing rekeying to vehicles within the same
security domain. The first part of this framework is a novel Group Key Management (GKM) scheme basing on leaving probability
(LP) of vehicles to depart current VCS region. Vehicle's LP factor is introduced into GKM scheme to achieve a more efficient
rekeying scheme and less rekeying costs. The second component of the framework using the blockchain concept to simplify the
distributed key management in heterogeneous VCS domains. Extensive simulations and analysis are provided to show the effective⁃
ness and efficiency of the proposed framework: Our GKM results demonstrate that probability ⁃based BR reduces rekeying cost
compared to the benchmark scheme, while the blockchain decreases the time cost of key transmission over heterogeneous net⁃
works.
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V
1 Introduction

ehicular communication systems (VCS) supports
not only message exchange among vehicles, but
between cars and infrastructure facilities as well.
Infrastructure access points in VCS are called

Road Side Units (RSUs) [1]. RSU acts as a base station in VCS
and covers a small section on the road. Traditional VCS is com⁃
prised of multiple RSU cells and offers a platform among intel⁃
ligent transportation systems (ITS) for vehicles to exchange dif⁃
ferent kinds of messages such as safety notification messages.
With the help of VCS, ITS can offer a more safe and efficient
traffic management, which is the basic function of ITS. More⁃
over, commercial applications, such as electric vehicle charg⁃
ing [2], can be implemented on a dedicated platform. A recent
report from U.S Department of Transport (DoT) shows that
82% of the accidents can be prevented by using ITS systems
[3]. Even though significant developments have taken place
over the past few years in the area of VCS, security issues, es⁃
pecially key management schemes are still an important topic
for research. High mobility, large volume, frequent handoff of
vehicular nodes and heterogeneity networks pose different

challenges compared to the traditional mobile networks.
ITS spans across a wide range of applications which are clas⁃

sified into two categories: vehicle⁃to⁃vehicle (V2V) and vehicle⁃
to ⁃ infrastructure (V2I) [4]. VCS security highly relies on the
safety for exchange of beacon messages. These beacon messag⁃
es are usually referred to as Cooperative Awareness Messages
(CAMs) for EU [5] or Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) for US [6],
as they enable other vehicles to be aware of their surroundings.
Vehicles located in the same RSU cell form a group and the
current traffic situation is generated based on the summary of
BSMs broadcasted by other group members. The trustfulness
and legality of BSM information is proved by encrypting safety
messages with a pre ⁃ agreed group key (GK). For this reason,
the problem of providing ITS security can be mapped into the
problem of how to reliably distribute or update group keys
among all the communicating participants. Several group key
management (GKM) approaches for mobile networks (e.g Logi⁃
cal Key Hierarchy (LKH) and One ⁃ way Function Tree) have
been presented in recent years. Unfortunately, these approach⁃
es are quite inefficient for VCS application due to huge num⁃
ber and high variability in vehicular nodes. Hence, there is
need for a novel and more efficient key management scheme
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for VCS.
To meet the security requirements, GK has to be refreshed

and redistributed (rekeying) securely whenever a group mem⁃
ber changes in order to achieve forward and backward secrecy
[7]. This approach poses the challenge of rekeying efficiency.
Several approaches aim to improve efficiency of managing
keys for group nodes, and schemes for individual node rekey⁃
ing like key tree approaches [8], [9] are developed to ease the
problem. Furthermore, Batch Rekeying (BR) [10] is proposed
to significantly improve efficiency compared to individual
rekeying schemes. But these approaches are not suitable for
VCS application as the number of mobility nodes may be huge
in VCS. The authors in [11] introduce BR into multiple key
trees and select the tree with less rekeying cost upon rekeying.
However, nodes in [11] are traditional mobile nodes with irreg⁃
ular trajectory. Paper [12] presents a GKM scheme for Internet
of Things applications, including VCS scenarios. Based on the
idea in [10], authors introduce their method for VCS but main⁃
ly focus on key initialisation and registration stage.

Aside from the aforementioned problem, heterogeneity is⁃
sues are an inevitable aspect in wireless networks. Heterogene⁃
ity in wireless network refers to either the difference on the
traffic volumes, or distinct network structures. Heterogeneous
traffic volumes are classified as nodes densities or message
traffic capabilities [13] while the heterogeneous network struc⁃
tures normally stand for the network managed under different
topologies [14], [15] or central managers. These heterogene⁃
ities are the major considerations in evaluating the essential re⁃
quirements of VCS key management scheme. Recently, hetero⁃
geneous vehicular communication networks are given more at⁃
tention. The heterogeneity in terms of different central authori⁃
ties has become a reality problem as VCS is considered as a
worldwide system covering multiple countries. Specifically
speaking, two RSUs in different security domains should be
able to keep understanding messages from the same car pass⁃
ing through their common border between domains. With this
in mind, user cross⁃domain hand⁃offs must not be overlooked
in VCS.

In this paper, we propose a key management scheme for
VCS scenarios, including the group batch rekeying scheme
and key transmission between two heterogeneous networks. Dif⁃
ferent form the previous group batch rekeying schemes [7],
[10]-[12], Leaving probability (LP) is introduced into the pro⁃
posed scheme to further reduce rekeying cost in order to
achieve better efficiency. Furthermore, with the help of block⁃
chain, a simplified handshake procedure is achieved for hetero⁃
geneous networks. Performance evaluations of this paper dem⁃
onstrate that LP approach achieves much less rekeying over⁃
head compared to the benchmark BR scheme. The time con⁃
sumption result of heterogeneous key management approach is
compared with that in traditional network structure to prove
that the blockchain concept helps to shorten the key transmis⁃
sion handshake time.

The remainder of this paper are organised as follows: Sec⁃
tion 2 briefly introduces key management techniques. Model
overview and details of our scheme are displayed in section 3.
We describe our system model, and then introduce the rest
part of our ideas, namely, LP, vehicle initialisation procedures
and key transmission between heterogeneous networks. Scenar⁃
io parameter assumptions, key registration procedures, rekey⁃
ing costs and blockchain performance are analysed in Section
4. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents some future
plans.

2 Related Work

2.1 Key Tree Approach
Key tree approaches include the key graph approach and

LKH, which are scalable structures to manage large volume of
nodes. Hierarchy tree reduces the processing complexity of
each member change request from O(N) to O(logdN) [16],
where d is the degree of key tree and N is the group size. In
key tree structure, GK is placed at the root of the tree. It is
called to encrypt messages whenever a member wants to ex⁃
change messages with others. This means that all the group
members own a copy of GK and these members knows all the
details about the GK, so the GK must be a symmetric encryp⁃
tion scheme key, such as Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [17]. Individual keys (IK) are located at leaf nodes of the
tree, they are user nodes in the broadcasting group. The rest of
tree nodes are logical key nodes which are used to encrypt par⁃
ent keys, called Key Encryption Key (KEK) [7]. In wireless net⁃
work, mobility nodes form the mainstream composition of net⁃
work, especially in VCS. Therefore BR is a critical method to
reduce a large proportion of rekeying messages, which is
caused by individual rekeying. To eliminate high rekeying cost
in individual rekeying, BR scheme collects all member modifi⁃
cation requests within a certain period of time and triggers
rekeying broadcasting at end of the period. In this way, key
manager aggregates multiple broadcast messages into a single
one and achieves much better efficiency, where the period of
time is batch interval tBR and end of the period is called batch
edge.

GKM algorithm in [10] is the first scheme using batch con⁃
ception and it was cited by large number of batch rekeying pa⁃
pers. The authors assume there are J vehicles joining the group
and L vehicles leaving, respectively. Four situations are classi⁃
fied as follows:
•Case⁃1: If J = L, new joining users replace the previous plac⁃

es of leaving users.
•Case⁃2: If J < L, joining members fill into J minimum⁃depth

tree leaf vacancies of the departing users.
•Case⁃3: If J > L and L = 0, the key manager first finds the

shallowest node and remove it, then forms the node and join⁃
ing users as a new subtree. Finally the key manager inserts
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the tree at the deleted point.
•Case ⁃ 4: If J > L and L > 0, the central manager executes

steps in case⁃2 first and operates algorithm in case⁃3 after⁃
wards.
It is a framework for all mobile networks, but not dedicated

for VCS applications. With this in mind, the probability factor
in VCS scenarios can be involved in joining member ordering
and inserting point selection as well. Details are discussed in
section 3.
2.2 Blockchain Applications

A lot of attention has been attracted to the blockchain con⁃
cept since its parent production, bitcoin, was launched in late
2008 [18]. The core idea of blockchain is that it maintains a
distributed and synchronised ledger of transactions. It benefits
to accountability function by using block look⁃up, which is fair⁃
ly useful since the malicious user must be revoked in time.
More importantly, a transaction can be used to transmit infor⁃
mation among decentralised network. Even through there is no
centralised manager, the key to maintain the information cor⁃
rectness and integrity in blockchain network is that all the
blocks are distributed verified by large of network participants
(miners) [19].

To the best of our knowledge, no previous works have adopt⁃
ed the blockchain mechanism to transmit information for wire⁃
less network applications, let alone the VCS applications. In
this paper, we utilise the Security Managers (SM) network to
transmit and verify vehicle keys in the across border requests,
rather than forwarding them to the third party authorities.

3 Proposed Framework

3.1 System Model
We focus exclusively on a system of vehicles each equip⁃

ping an On Board Unit (OBU) embedded with wireless commu⁃
nication module based on the IEEE 802.11p standard. The
OBU enables vehicles to communicate with nearby vehicles
and infrastructures (RSU). The RSUs are equipped with the
identical wireless standard. Security managers are placed on
the upper level of RSUs and their logical coverage area is
called security domain. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, Area⁃A is a
security domain which is managed by security manager A.
This traditional network structure employs central managers
(or trusted third party authority) at top of the network to man⁃
age cryptography materials, this however makes it an ineffi⁃
cient key exchange, and will require supernumerary hand⁃
shakes if a car passes from one security domain to another.
The key transportation achieved by our approach could thus be
simplified by using blockchain mining method, meaning the
messages will be verified by SM network but not third party au⁃
thorities. For instance, let us consider a scenario in which two
cars in same security domain apply to depart, each on going in

a different direction. The trust authority must send two distinct
messages in order to finish key transmission. In our model, on
the other hand, simplifies the network structure, specifically
the trust third party authorities. Similar to the bitcoin network,
the function of blockchain enable nodes to share information
without the need for a central party to secure this ledger. The
trusted third party authorities only take part in distributing ini⁃
tial keys, while the cryptography issues are computed by SM,
which is placed at higher level of the network. As shown in
Fig. 2, SM is connected with a“cloud”that may link with SMs
on other domains and certification entities with a territory.

A key management scheme has three functional compo⁃
nents: key initialisation, group key management and key trans⁃
mission between heterogeneous networks [16], [20]. Our model
assumes that the key initialisation is managed by the third par⁃
ty central authorities. We suppose the central authorities have
secure communication link with SMs. Therefore, authorities
are responsible for generating the permanent vehicle identities
only. Vehicles travel on a road and periodically transmit safety
messages using OBU, which are collected by RSU that are
built along the road at regular intervals. The RSU forwards re⁃
ceived messages to the upper level SM to verify the authentici⁃

▲Figure 1. Traditional network structure.
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▲Figure 2. Blockchain based network structure.
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ty of such messages. The aforementioned group key manage⁃
ment is executed by SMs. They start their rekeying work by us⁃
ing wireless IEEE 802.11p broadcasting within their own secu⁃
rity domain, which is triggered depending on member altera⁃
tion. The messages are supposed to share with neighbouring
SMs to transport keys if they indicate a SM⁃border⁃crossing ac⁃
tion. Similar to bitcoin applications, the crossing border ac⁃
tions are encapsulated into transactions and a block is formed
by multiple transactions within a short period of time. Aside
from this, the SMs take the role of miners. Our proposal is to
transport keys by mining blocks so that a blockchain can be
maintained for heterogeneous key management purpose, at
least within a local SM domain. As a result, the list of new join⁃
ing members is delivered by retrieving the information from a
block.
3.2 Probability Based Group Key Management

A key management scheme has three functional compo⁃
nents: key initialisation, group key management and key trans⁃
mission between heterogeneous networks [16], [20]. Our model
assumes that the key initialisation is managed by the third par⁃
ty central authorities. We suppose the central authorities have
secure communication link with SMs. Therefore, authorities
are responsible for generating the permanent vehicle identities
only.
3.2.1 Joining Handshake

Cryptographic encryption schemes and certificates are intro⁃
duced to provide security in ITS [21]. Public/private key pairs
and certificates are managed by Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) and Certificate Authority (CA), respectively.
IEEE1609.2 [21] defines the use of powerful cryptographic
schemes such as Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption (ECIES)
[22] for individual encryption (encrypting the rekeying block
only for a single user but not for a group), which requires more
processing resources. AES is used for group communication,
which is considered as a lightweight symmetrical encryption al⁃
gorithm. In our scheme, all vehicles hold either permanent or
temporary certificate in order to complete joining handshake
work. A temporary certificate is assigned before vehicle leaves
the manufacturer. As shown in Fig. 3, new vehicles need to
use the temporary certificateto send an Initial Registration
Message (IRM) for self ⁃ registration at initial participation in
ITS environment.

Permanent certificates become effective whenever a vehicle
changes to another RSU area under the same security domain.
The SM checks the correctness of the safety beacon messages.
In this case, a new RSU obtains the region changing informa⁃
tion from the verified safety beacon messages. Fig. 4 illustrates
the above procedures. For the above situations, SM and RSUs
need to collect vehicle entry and exit information via BSMs or
IRMs to achieve batch rekeying.

When a vehicle attempts to move into a new RSU area that

is under administration of the same SM, it keeps broadcasting
BSMs using previous GK: AES{ }Info, GK +
ECDSA{ }Cip, Kpriv + Certp, where Info is the safety informa⁃
tion, Kpriv is private key of vehicle and Cip is ciphertext. Pe⁃rmanent certificate Certp includes authorised receipt to prove
that the certificate holder possesses a legal digital receipt and
public/private key pairs which are authenticated by local SM.
The RSU forwards the certificate and signature to the applica⁃
tions layer of SM, after receiving the check request. Digital sig⁃
nature scheme Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) [23] is used in our scenario to provide better degree
of security. The legality of the vehicle's identity is verified by
SM and a confirmation message is then sent back to RSU. The
RSU starts to prepare the rekeying message upon“Confirma⁃
tion”receipt. The rekeying broadcast is sent until the start of
next batch interval. We assume that both pervious and new
RSU can receive the BSM. Thus, previous RSU knows the leav⁃
ing activity, while the new RSU obtaining information from the
same BSM as RSUs are designed to store GK of its neighbours.
3.2.2 Leaving Probability

LP of mobile node is defined in [24] as an average number
of nodes leaving the group within a rekeying interval. For tradi⁃

CA: Certificate Authority PKI: Public Key Infrastructure

BSM: Basic Safety Message RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 3. Vehicle initial joining handshake.

▲Figure 4. Vehicle RSU changing handshake.
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tional mobile networks (e.g. 3G, LTE and 5G network), en⁃
trance and departure of portable nodes are unpredictable.
Hence some key management schemes require nodes subscrib⁃
ing several rekeying intervals in order to calculate leaving
probability. Unfortunately, security vulnerabilities appear
when system allows users to select their own subscription peri⁃
od: a malicious user eavesdrops critical messages by asking ac⁃
tive period longer then its real residence time.

Probability models are much easier to implement for vehicle
nodes in VCS since they have predictable moving trajectory.
With this in mind, a dedicated LP calculation algorithm is
needed for VCS scenarios. According to the traffic survey [25]
at a one⁃directional urban road, speed distribution fits normal
distribution function in (1) [26].

f ( )x| μ, σ = 1
σ 2π e

( )x - μ 2

2σ2 , (1)
where μ is the mean or expectation of the distribution and σ is
the standard deviation. With the help of the speed distribution
and vehicle specifications, the central manager is able to com⁃
pute the possible speed range (PSR) and possible departure
speed range (PDSR). The upper boundary UPSR stands for the
maximum speed in which vehicle can reach at end of current
batch interval ( tBR ). Similar to UPSR , LPSR is for the mini⁃
mum speed if vehicle tries to slow down. In addition, UPSDRand LPSDR are the highest and lowest speed for car to leave the
current RSU coverage, respectively. We assuming dRemain is
the distance between the vehicle current position and coverage
border which is directly ahead of the vehicle. Thus, the leaving
probability PL is calculated as (2):

PL = ∫LPSDR

UPSDR

f ( )x| μ, σ dx
∫LPSR

UPSR

f ( )x| μ, σ dx . (2)

RSU knows vehicle’s maximum positive and negative accel⁃
eration by listening to the safety beacon messages, thus it is
easier to calculate the upper and lower boundary ( Vmax and
Vmin ) of PSR. For PSDR boundaries, Vdep -max stands for the max⁃
imum speed for vehicle to depart. There are two different ex⁃
treme situations:
1) The vehicle keeps speed⁃up with maximum positive acceler⁃

ation a+ until the speed reaches Vmax . The speed is kept
until the end of the batch interval. The overall distance
dRemain is covered by the vehicle.

2) The vehicle already has enough speed and dRemain is short
enough so that the vehicle is able to leave the region easily.
The vehicle speeds up with an acceleration lower than a+ .
It reaches Vmax at mid of tBR and keeps the speed Vmax until
the end of the batch interval.
Similarly, there are two possible situations of Vdep -min :

1) The current speed Vcurrent is fast enough for vehicle to leave
the RSU region, therefore the minimum speed for the vehi⁃
cle to leave Vdep -min is decided by decreasing speed until the

end of tBR under the assumption that the node can travel
dRemain .

2) The vehicle has to speed up in order to depart in tBR , there⁃
fore the node first improves the current speed from Vcurrent to
Vdep -min , and then keeps it until the end of the batch interval.
According to the possibilities above, the first situation is

that the vehicle can leave the region only by driving with cur⁃
rent speed:
Vdep -min = 2∙dremain

tBR
- Vcurrent . (3)

Here it is assumed vehicle spends time t1 speeding up to
Vdep -max , and Vdep -max are calculated in (4):
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Vdep -max = VCurrent + t1∙a+
dremain = Vdep -max∙( )tBR - t1
+0.5∙t1∙( )Vdep -max + Vcurrent

. (4)

Therefore, Vdep -max is computed by a summarised equation:
Vdep -min = Vcurrent + a+∙tBR +

2∙a+( )Vcurrent∙tBR - dremain + a2
+∙t2BR . (5)

To sum up, LP can be generated by using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Leaving Probability Calculation
Input: Current speed VCurrent , distance to coverage border
dremain , vehicle maximum positive and negative acceleration a+
& a- , batch interval tBR , maximum speed the vehicle can
reach Vlimit

Output: Leaving Probability (LP): PL1: Max speed in tBR : Vmax - expect = Vcurrent + a+·tBR
2: if ( Vmin - exp ect ≥ Vlimit } then
3: dmax in tBR , keep gaining speed until Vlimit ;
4: else
5: dmax in tBR , keep gaining speed until Vmax - expect ;
6: endif
7: if ( dmax ≥ dremain ) then
8: Vdep -max = min( Vmax - expect , Vlimit );
9: else
10: Set LP for this node Pu = 0;
11: endif
12: MIN speed in tBR : Vmin - expect = Vcurrent ⁃ tBR × a- ;
13: if ( Vcurrent ６·tBR ≥ dremain ) then
14: call equation (3) to calculate Vdep -min ;
15: else
16: call equation (5) to calculate Vdep -min ;
17: endif
18: Calculate maximum and minimum possible speed of

the vehicle, Vmax and Vmin ;
19: LP is calculated by employing Vdep -max , Vdep -min , Vmax

and Vmin into equation (2);
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20: End Algorithm

3.2.3 Leaving Ratio
However, in a VCS scenario, most of the vehicles have no

chance to leave the communication group before the next batch
edge since it is impossible for them to reach the speed to leave
the region border in rekeying interval. For this reason, another
parameter Leaving Ratio (LR) is involved to substitute LP.
Within the range (0, 1], LR is a ratio of the rekeying interval
and time cost for the vehicle leaving the broadcast border. Sim⁃
ilar to the definition of LP, LR represents the inverse of the
number of rekeying intervals using for a vehicle to leave the
group:
LR =minæ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷1, tBR

tout
. (6)

The parameter tout is the time cost for a vehicle to leave,
which is computed by (7):
tout = dremain

Vcurrent
. (7)

3.2.4 Joining User Sequence
According to the batch rekeying scheme in [10], new joining

users have two circumstances to be attached to the key tree:
1) New joining users fill into the vacancies caused by depar⁃

ture users.
2) New users joining the subtree form a subtree and the sub⁃

tree is inserted into the key tree.
Both the circumstances are related to inserting fresh nodes

in order of LP and LR values. In our scenario, nodes are ar⁃
ranged according to LP and LR with either positive or negative
sequence. LP is considered with higher priority compared to
LR during work arrangement. LR is taken into operating if the
rest of the nodes are with LP equal to zero. For example, if the
joining users are arranged with leaving probabilities from high
to low, the sequence should be LPhigh > LPmed > LPlow >
LRhigh > LRmid > LRlow.
3.3 Heterogeneous Key Management

We propose the blockchain concept for heterogeneous key
management, which aims to simplify the distributed key man⁃
agement in large heterogeneous security domains. A light⁃
weight and scalable key transmission scheme is implemented
in our scheme by using blockchain.
3.3.1 Heterogeneous Key Management

The handshake process in the traditional network is shown
in Fig. 5. When a vehicle attempts to join a new geography ter⁃
ritory in which infrastructures are managed by a new certifi⁃
cate authority (CA), the old CA picks up this border crossing
activity from the beacon messages that are sent by the vehicle.

Then it generates a border crossing request along with useful
information related to the vehicle and forwards all these materi⁃
als to the next CA. A new group key will be sent to the vehicle
after new CA has verified such cryptography materials. This
however delays the key transmission between two security do⁃
mains. The blockchain concept is one approach to facilitate
this, because it eliminates the third party authorities and al⁃
lows decentralised key transmission between networks. We ab⁃
stract handshake steps of blockchain network (Fig. 6). In our
model, border crossing requests are gathered into transactions,
these transactions are further collected into a candidate block.
This candidate block is then distributed into the SM network
for other SMs to verify, which follows the mining processes in
bitcoin network [19]. The mined block is returned back to SM
network after the solution of the proof⁃of⁃work has been found
[27] and the destination SM retrieves the joining vehicle infor⁃
mation from this block.
3.3.2 Transaction Format

Transactions are designed to encapsulate key transmission
materials from the source SM to destination SM. Six fields are
contained in the transaction of our model (Table 1). Hash in

BSM: Basic Safety Message CA: Certificate Authority SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 6. Heterogeneous key management in blockchain based network.

BSM: Basic Safety Message RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▲Figure 5. Heterogeneous key management in traditional network.
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the first field aims to simplify computation burden of miners.
The destination SM knows the existence of new joining vehi⁃
cles from the fourth field if the value in this field matches the
SM identity. Even more important, the destination SM can en⁃
crypt the rekeying message by using the vehicle public key,
which is embedded in vehicle certificate in the last field. As
one of the most important metric to measure the performance
of blockchain, the number of transactions in bitcoin related re⁃
search is how many transactions are mined in a second. Howev⁃
er in VCS scenarios, we use an alternative definition, which is
the average number of transactions in a block.
3.3.3 Block Format

The block header is constructed by six fields (Table 2), sim⁃
ilar to the bitcoin block. The second field links the block to its
parent block. All the transactions in the block are embedded
into the header using a piece of data content, that is, the merk⁃
le tree root [28]. The merkle tree root assures the integrity of
transactions as the alteration on transactions causes a totally
different value of the merkle root value. Timestamp protects
the block from time tampering. Without loss of generality, diffi⁃
culty is a metric of how difficult it is to successfully find a
hash. However, there are two distinct ways of describing the
difficulty. The first describes it as the number of zeros at the
start of the hash result of the block header, while the second

one measures an estimated difficulty target. The target is the
number of hash calculations to mine a block. An acceptable
block must have a hash below this target level. We propose the
same difficulty format as it in the bitcoin block, with the first
two hexadecimal bits for the exponent and the remaining part
is coefficient. Hence the target difficulty can be computed us⁃
ing (8) [27]:
target = coefficient × 2 8×(exponent - 3) . (8)

3.3.4 Mine Proof⁃Of⁃Work
In bitcoin, proof⁃of⁃work is a digital receipt which is hard to

calculate but easy for others to verify [18]. A one⁃way crypto⁃
graphic hash function, double SHA256, dha sh( ) , is used to
calculate the proof ⁃ of ⁃work. This function is used in various
fields of the bitcoin system [27], including the calculation of
the merkle root. The result is calculated by hashing the candi⁃
date block header repeatedly, using different nonce value, un⁃
til the resulting hash value matches the difficulty requirement.
More specifically, the block is successfully mined if the hash
result starts with the numbers of zeros. The number of zeros is
equal to the difficulty.

To mine a block, each time a block candidate is released in⁃
to SM network, and the hash of the block header is calculated
by SMs. At the start of mining, a difficulty target is computed
to get the maximum acceptable hash calculation times. An arbi⁃
trary number between 0 and the difficulty target is selected as
the initial hash attempt number to start mining. As most of the
proof ⁃ of ⁃ works does not appear within a small value of at⁃
tempts. If it fails to find the proof⁃of⁃work within above the val⁃
ue range, the attempt value should starts from 0 to see if there
is an answer among small numbers. When the total calculation
times exceed the difficulty target, the SM fails to find a proof⁃of⁃
work basing on this block. Therefore, the transactions must be
rearranged and mined again. However, the mining work is
aborted when the proof ⁃ of ⁃work is found by someone else in
SM network. Algorithm 2 shows a summarised pseudocode of
mining procedure.
Algorithm 2 Calculate Nonce (Proof⁃Of⁃Work)
Input: Candidate Block Header H
Output: Nonce value nonce

1: Summarise the first five header fields in a basic string S;
2: Calculate the difficult target tar using equation (8);
3: Initialise the tries number nonce, tried string try, output

result from the double hash function dhash();
4: Pick a random number n = Random [0, tar);
5: nonce = n;
6: while (result is not found & nonce ≤ tar & Not receive

Proof⁃Of⁃Work from other SM) do
7: result = dhash(try + nonce);
8: nonce ++ ;

▼Table 1. The transaction format

Field
Transaction hash

Transaction number
Current security manager

Destination security manager
Vehicle identity (current pseudonym)

Vehicle certificate

Description
A Hash of the transaction

Number of this transaction in block
Current security domain
Next security domain

Current vehicle pseudonym
Certificate of the pseudonym

▼Table 2. The block format

Block Header
Field

Version
Previous block hash
Merkle tree root

Timestamp
Targeted difficulty

Nonce

Description
Block version number

Hash of the previous block in the chain
Hash of the merkle tree root of transactions

Creation time of this block
The proof⁃of⁃work difficulty target
A counter for the proof⁃of⁃work

Block Payload (Transactions)
Field

Transaction 1
…

Transaction N

Description
The first transaction in this block

…

The last transaction in this block
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9: end while
10: nonce = 0;
11: while (result is not found & nonce ≤ n & Not receive

Proof⁃Of⁃Work from other SM) do
12: result = dhash(try + nonce);
13: nonce ++ ;
14: end while
15: if (result is not found & Not receive Proof ⁃ Of ⁃Work

from other SM) then
16: return (nonce ⁃ 1);
17: else
18: Generate a new block header hash value by

changing the sequence of transactions then
Repeat the aforementioned steps;

19: end if
20: End Algorithm

4 Simulation and Evaluation

4.1 Assumptions
The assumed parameters are shown in Table 3. Our scenar⁃

io is set to have each single RSU coverage range with 600 m
and the maximum transmit power Pt -max = 20mW [29] in veh⁃
icles in the network simulation (Veins) [30]. VCS networks
need decentralized management by RSU cells due to the fact
that ITS application has to be employed in large scale geo⁃
graphical area. Therefore RSU in this scenario acts as the cen⁃
tral key manager and a relay between vehicle nodes and the ad⁃
ministrator agency. The 210 vehicles pass an 8⁃row road area.
The number of vehicles and rows are considered under a satu⁃
rated traffic condition. The saturated traffic aims to exam our
scheme under the worst case (as well as the heaviest burden of
VCS). The vehicle speed follows normal distribution with μ =
46.56 and σ = 6.88 [25] while the departure time follows expo⁃
nential distribution.

To improve rekeying efficiency, key tree structure of this
scenario is based on LKH [8], [9] with binary tree degrees. The

higher tree degrees result, the more node individual encryption
upon rekeying. Batch rekeying is considered in the model with
batch rekeying interval tBR is set to 0.5 s. The benchmark BR
scheme [10] is used. This scheme is the basic framework for
all mobile networks. Even though there are some incremental
schemes based on it, such as [7], but none of them are focus on
VCS scenarios. Moreover, recent papers [11], [12] still use [10]
as their basic idea.

We assumed that blocks are mined by Digilent Nexys ⁃ 2
500 k that is considered as one of the lowest cost FPGA min⁃
ing devices. This device can finish 5 million hash calculations
per second. We take an average distance of 5000 m between
SMs, while the distance between SM and RSU is set to 1000
m. The average transactions in a block is constrained by 2 and
128, which means the average vehicle departure requests a
range by 210 and 27 . The range of the difficulty level is de⁃
fined by 3 and 5.
4.2 Key Initialisation
Table 4 presents the time cost for a vehicle to register to a

RSU when it joins a new broadcast group. Results are generat⁃
ed in OMNeT++ 4.5 [30], [31]. The steps in the table follow
the handshake routes in Fig. 3. Step 8 is a unique progress for
batch rekeying, the central key manager collects all member
list modification requests in this batch period and waits for the
start of next batch interval. The rekeying message has complex
format which contains information for all group members,
therefore the processing time tprepare is much longer than other
steps.

The vehicle sends IRM messages without any record about
GK, therefore, it has to use its own public key to encrypt mov⁃
ing state information. ECIES with elliptic curve secp160r1 in
Crypto++ [32] is selected for the cryptographic schemeECIES,
and digital signature scheme ECDSA as well. The cipher block
has a length of 75 bytes because ECIES provides much better

▼Table 3. Assumption of scenario parameters

Parameter name
Length of RSU coverage area
BSM transmit power Pt -max

Overall vehicle number
Length of rekeying interval tBR

Distance between SMs
Distance between SM and RSUs
Range of transaction numbers

Range of difficulty (the number of zeros)
Mining speed

Parameter value
600 m
20 mW

210 vehicles
0.5 s

5000 m
1000 m

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
3-5

5 million hashes per second
RSU: Road Side Unit SM: Security Manager

▼Table 4. Event timestamps

Step name
1. Vehicle joining
2. Registration Msg→RSU
3. RSU receives Msg
4. RSU checks Msg→PKI/CA
5. PKI/CA receives Msg (via router/switch)
6. PKI/CA checks Msg and sends toRSU
7. RSU receives Msg and prepares rekey
8. Send at next batch edge tsend = tBRWait time twait = tBR - t6Rekey Msg preparation time tprepare = 4.289728099ms
9. Send out rekey Msg
10. Vehicle receive rekey Msg

Timestamp
t0 = 0ms

t1 = 2.910098956ms
t2 = 3.040167479ms
t3 = 4.350436255ms
t4 = 7.350735578ms
t5 = 7.351695577ms
t6 = 7.372535577ms

t7 = tBR = tsend
t8 = tBR + 0.174698201ms

CA: Certificate Authority PKI: Public Key Infrastructure RSU: Road Side Unit
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security level. The previous registered vehicle sends the nor⁃
mal BSM to inform RSU about region changing activity. The
mobility state in BSM is encrypted by AES⁃CCM mode [33] by
GK. The cipher text of AES has 32 bytes, which provides bet⁃
ter efficiency. Digital signatures in both IRM and BSM are gen⁃
erated by ECDSA to demonstrate the authenticity of digital
documents. In our scenario, the length of signature is 42 bytes,
which provides authentication for messages.
4.3 Rekeying Costs

Our scheme is compared with the benchmark scheme from
the aspect of rekeying costs, with reference to the batch inter⁃
val number. To eliminate errors and generate a clear graph,
1000 times Monte Carlos simulations are used.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the rekeying costs of two schemes dur⁃
ing a traffic flow of 210 vehicles passing through. From the
start to around the 80th batch interval, results are overlap to
each other. The results are the same between the two schemes
because the probability issue has not yet taken effect at the
joining⁃only situation. Similar results are obtained after 350th
interval.

The first node leaving activity happens in the 80th to 120th
intervals. We can see that the probability based batch rekeying
scheme has much better results when a node leaves suddenly,
with approximately 33% less rekeying cost than the bench⁃
mark. More details about this region are shown in Fig. 8. The

period from the 180th to 310th batch intervals is critical since
both joining and leaving appear. Hence Most papers have fo⁃
cused on this period.

Fig. 8 presents more details about the results of the two
schemes in the stable phase. The rekey cost for the benchmark
algorithm has a sharp increase at about the 185th batch inter⁃
val. A comparison of our proposed approach to the benchmark
scheme shows that our scheme displays a more steady perfor⁃
mance which means better robustness. The benchmark scheme
shows a significant fluctuation which makes it difficult for the
key manager to maintain the required Quality of Service (QoS)
through the entire working period. In addition, the overall
rekeying cost of our scheme is on average 18% less than that
of the benchmark.
4.4 Key Transmission

Results of the mining time are compared in terms of mining
difficulties. Fig. 9 shows the mining time increases exponen⁃
tially with the growth of difficulty. Mining runs in a short peri⁃
od of time when the level of difficulty equals to 3. The result of
difficulty level 4 costs nearly double the time of difficulty 3
and their curves remain steady. However, difficulty level 5
costs nearly 8 times the time of difficulty 4 and the curve in⁃
creases linearly.

Performance of key transmission is measured by the block
propagation time from the current SM to destination SM. The
overall handshake time cost in millisecond is shown in Fig. 10

▲Figure 10. Overall handshake time of two network structures.▲Figure 8. Batch rekey costs for the stable phase.

▲Figure 7. Batch rekey costs for the complete simulation period.
▲Figure 9. Blockchain mining time.
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in comparison with traditional VCS network structure. The
handshake time of the standard network structure increases ex⁃
ponentially with an increasing number of transactions, which is
due to the fact that CA must verify each transactions. The
handshake time of the traditional network is much more than
that of the blockchain network when difficulty is less than 5.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a key management scheme for

group secure communication in heterogeneous VCS networks.
Our scheme includes three components: group key manage⁃
ment, key registration and key transportation. By simulating a
vehicle group passing through different SM areas, our batch
rekeying algorithm achieves more efficiency and robustness
compared to the benchmark key management scheme. A faster
key transmission time between the two security domains is pre⁃
sented with the help of blockchain.

For group key management, probabilities are introduced in⁃
to the key manager so that the system can decide how to organ⁃
ise key tree properly. A model of vehicle registration is also
discussed. The handshake presents the batch rekeying pro⁃
cess. Our registration steps combine the registration messages
with safety beacon messages that decrease overhead in the net⁃
work. This procedure acts as foundation to implement further
key management schemes. The blockchain concept is used to
improve key transportation efficiency. Crossing border activi⁃
ties are formed into transactions and arranged into block.
Third party central authorities are set aside since the verifica⁃
tion job is delivered by SM network. The simulations show that
the time cost for transporting keys is much less than that of
standard network structure.
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